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In section 3 expected sample sizes for the uniform distribution obtained in this paper are compared with those obtained in [2] . -996 -
Results
The last inequality follows from (i) for x = .
2°. If ocd<8 -d i.e. d <y then by simple computations we get p e {e r <e -d} = <» , Since the function <p(k) = k 1 "if^-is decreasing (ye(0,1)),
it is easy to see that for a fixed 9/d the expectation Eg 6" achieves its minimum value provided 1/k -1000 -
Finally, we shall compare the expected sample sizes for the iiniform distribution obtained by the following methods: -optimal two-stage procedure described by F.Graybill and T.Connell (m denotes the preliminary sample size, M -the expected second sample size/; -the procedure introduced in this paper (for a few selectod values of k). Similarly as in [2] we give also the values of a constant stopping time N, which guarantees the case when 0 is known. Namely 
